the Superintendent of the Central Prison at Yerrowda, read a paper on ' 
Malingering in Indian Prisons
' which appears to us to be worthy of extended notice, as it is the work of an experienced Jail Superintendent, and deals with a subject which must frequently come within the experiences of many of our readers.
As Captain Jackson says, ' The prisoner loves above all things to play pranks with his digestive system ' How the prisoner can at will produce fever has always been a puzzle to us, and Captain Jackson confesses to doubting the production of fever by use of onions and garlic. We have seen cases, said to be so produced, but we never could experimentally reproduce it in our ' control'. Nevertheless, all jailors and Jail medical subordinates believe that fever can be so produced. Captain Jackson gives one recipe for producing fever, viz, to sit in the sun, then bolt the breakfast, drink a lot of hot water and then drink salt and water, and vomiting with a rise of temperature will be natural result.
We have not space to follow Captain Jackson in the rest of his interesting essay. The experiences of our readers could doubtless add many other examples.
One remark we must, however, make in conclusion, that is, that it is most important for the young medical officer not to get into his mind that these self-inflicted and feigned ' diseases ' are very common. They are common enough, but real genuine disease is still more common, and it is a grievous mistake to make to treat as feigned what is real and genuine. In cases where violent diarrhoea has been produced the case needs just as much treatment and care as if it was produced by the comma bacillus; punishment must come after cure.
In time the medical officer gains experience and is less often deceived, and in no part of his jail work is tact and experience more necessary.
